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The Top 10 Lyme Disease
Treatments: Defeat Lyme Disease
With The Best Of Conventional And
Alternative Medicine

OVER 7,500 COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDEÂ New Lyme Disease treatments are desperately
needed. This book provides them. The book identifies ten cutting-edge conventional and alternative
treatments and gives practical guidance on integrating them into a comprehensive treatment plan
that maximizes therapeutic benefit while minimizing side effects. On the pages of this book you will
find the most accurate, current Lyme Disease information available. Discover the tools and
resources to reclaim your health using the best of conventional and alternative medicine. Lyme
Disease is one of the most stubborn, treatment resistant infections on earth. It is also spreading
rapidly on all continents. Borrelia Burgdorferi - the elusive and dangerous Lyme Disease bacteria can mimic many seemingly unrelated diseases, resulting in frequent misdiagnosis of the infection.
Government health officials are beginning to recognize Lyme Disease for what it is: a growing threat
to public health and safety. Statistics show that there are over 200,000 new Lyme Disease
infections per year in the United States alone. Read this book to find out about the following
breakthrough Lyme Disease treatments. Five Core Treatment Protocols: The Antibiotic Rotation
Protocol, The Marshall Protocol, The Salt / Vitamin C Protocol, Detoxification, and Electromedicine
(Rife Machine Therapy). Five Supportive Supplements: Systemic Enzymes, Mangosteen, Lithium
Orotate, Coenzyme Q10, and Magnesium. This book is also very helpful for the family and friends of
loved ones with Lyme disease.
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Having been diagnosed just 1-1/2 years ago with Lyme Disease, I was pretty unsure as to how to

go about treating it as I was concerned about having to take antibiotics for years like a lot of other
lyme sufferers that I knew. I was referred to this book by my doctor--a real MD who had slowly
moved into a more natural medicine/prevention approach. I got the book, started treatment starting
with a few of the supplements mentioned in the book for both killing off the bacteria (both lyme and
coinfections) and supplements to replenish things in my system the lyme/coinfections had depleted.I
was seeing progress, which was very encouraging. This helped me to decide to take the plunge and
by a rife machine--two, actually. Being a Mechanical Engineer, I was a bit skeptical as
electromagnetic medicine all seemed a little hokey. But when I understood the science behind it,
especially as relating to natural harmonic frequency, I realized that it could really work. The only
question I had was whether the rife machines recommended by Bryan Rosner's books (this book
and his first one called When Antibiotics Fail) would actually be strong enough to actually destroy
bacteria in the human body. I can now confidently say that I progressed in my recovery even faster
than before!To understand how far I've come, before I started treatment or was diagnosed I had to
use a cane, was constantly sore, could not sleep through the night, the right side of my body was
weak like I had a stroke (I didn't), I had aphasia, emotional rollercoaster, strange bouts of dyslexia
(something I've never had), and many other little symptoms. You get the point. After only a year of
treatment, I feel like I'm at about 85% of normal, whereas I felt at about 40% before treatment
began.

I am a preventive medicine specialist and do not actively treat Lyme Disease with antibiotics, but I
definitely end up diagnosing this condition in many people who come to me with a wide variety of
chronic, multi-system complaints. I refer out to LLD's, and help patients keep their hormones,
adrenal function and toxicity clearance in stable condition while they pursue treatment. I watch
them, as some get better, but many also get worse. For those who feel as Bryan Rosner felt, after
consulting a multitude of physicians and paying thousands of dollars for the very latest treatments,
that you are not better and you are "on your own", get this book. Chronic Lyme disease sufferers
are often on their own, with not even the enlightened health care practitioner to turn to, if antibiotics
fail to heal them. Mr. Rosner, a journalist, a Lyme disease sufferer and a very intelligent man, found
himself on his own in this way and began a journey to recovery that he shared with many thousands
of others, trying to heal from Lyme disease using alternative, often unusual techniques. He is careful
to tell us when he is simply offerring an opintion (such as with his use of the Marshall protocol), and
to tell us that he is not a healthcare practitioner but he has worked hard to get a concensus view
from hundreds if not thousands of people who are trying alternative treatments with success. He

tells us about the war-like controversies among the medical professionals about how to treat this
condition, and aptly points out that even the most enlightened of these does not guarantee a cure
for people who have suffered with the condition for many years, especially if they have severe
adverse reactions to antibiotics.

I am a Lyme patient and Lyme educator in Georgia. In reading Rosner's book there were some
problems that caused me to question its validity. Before writing this review I consulted with a couple
of experienced Lyme doctors (ILADS members). Before my thoughts, let me say that I will give the
book 2 stars because it is well-written and easy to read.The first problem is that Mr. Rosner is not a
medical practitioner. The medical practitioner whom I personally see and the other one whom I
discussed this with both agree that most of those "top 10" were in fact not particularly effective in
their population of Lyme patients - except for antibiotics (not necessarily Rosner's suggestions
however). Both said that probably the main reason that chronic Lyme patients don't get well is that
co-infections are not properly diagnosed and aggressively treated. (That was my case with "chronic
Lyme" that turned out to be Babesia).The next comment was about the claim that the Marshall
protocol is somehow a wonderful treatment. Both thought that it was potentially very dangerous to
induce a Vitamin D deficiency is a person. Very few credible Lyme docs still promote the Marshall
protocol. In fact, Dr. Klinghardt (recognized expert) from the West Coast used to promote it and now
says that his results have been very disappointing. Both my docs said that they would avoid it, and
that the people who did manage to improve on it probably did so because of the use of low dose
antibiotics.Finally, both my docs chuckled when they learned that Mangosteen was one of the top
10 Lyme treatments. (One of them had never heard of it and the other said that it didn't help anyone
except one person's sleep problem.) Seems like someone is pushing a specific product for a
reason.
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